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NURSES IN THE WAR

Saga of Sisters at Singapore*

Wherever our soldiers are serving, from the tropics to Iceland, women of

the Military Nursing Services are there to: tend the sick and wounded.

Devoted Sisters of the Q.A.I.M.N.S. and the T.A.N.S, care also training orderlies

of all kinds, and they are supervising the nursing -of men of all races, creeds and

colours, both friend and foe*

Their mess is shared by trained nurses from Poland and Palestine; they are

serving in combined hospitals with Indian, Burmese, and Sinhalese trained nurses,

In fact, their lives are now being led under conditions, sometime of grim adventure,
and always giving a wide experience: .of nursing and -of nursing conditions.

Something of the dangers and hardships endured by these nurses is told in their

letters home. One such graphic letter comes from one of many evacuated from Singapore,

The following extracts from her letter give a vivid, picture of the conditions

prevailing during and after the Japanese advance through Malaya,

”At the end of January", she writes "the enemy had drawn so close that it was

decided there was no hope of holding the Malayan mainland. The hospital had orders

to evacuate to the Gordons ’ Barracks at Changi, Singapore,

"The place was filthy, and again no servants. Fortunately we had no patients
for a few days, and all turned to and made the place presentable. Then the patients
arrived and everyone was busy; soon the wards had a professional appearance, while

the operating theatre was a marvel to behold in a barrack square.

"In spite of large red crosses on all the buildings and barrack square, the

Japs dive-bombed and machine-gunned us frequently. It was terrible to see the shell-

shocked patients as the bullets fell around us.

"All sisters donned tin hats (mine became my dearest possession) and if the bombs

were dropping too near we also dived under the beds.

"I can see Matron now, after one of our worst raids (during which one V.A.D.,

was killed) jumping up from under a bed and rushing out into tho open, with-bombs

still dropping, to find cut if the night sisters had been hurt.

"The situation now became desperate. We were in the front line of fire from

the enemy's heavy guns on the Johore coast, and in front of our own front line troops.

This went on for forty-eight hours.

"The next night Matron told us to be ready at day break to be moved to Alexandra

Hospital. We were relieved to hear that we were not to be handed over to the Japs;

as we had been previously told that evacuation was impassible.

"Another sleepless night at Alexandra Hospital, In the morning the principal

Patron sent a message that 80 of us were ready to go to the docks with hand, luggage

only. On the way to the docks we had to shelter in a sewerage drain with a group

of Indian troops.

"Singapore ms a pathetic sight. No civilians to bo seen. Just isolated groups

of exhausted troops and machine-gun posts, buildings and cars in flames; many planes

overhead, A desolated and deserted city.

"The docks were on fire and no one knew the my. For nearly an hour we dashed

about trying to find an entrance that was not burning. Finally we found it and

scrambled on beard a ship with 2,500 passengers, mostly troops and R.A.F.
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"The next morning we were on our way, but so were the Japs* For four hours

“we had raids# The last one consisted of fifty-seven pianos which did-a great
deal of damage and caused many casualties#

"We were daisy attending t.c the wounded 'and improvised three small sick rooms.

All the nursing sisters lived down be low in the hold where the huge, cargoes of

frozen meat were, normally carried, We slept on the deck, Meals didn’t exist,
but the officers gave us what they could - army biscuits and corned beef, and

buckets of tea which, we drank out of cigarette tins,

"Washing was almost impossible, and those who had no luggage had to remain

in the clothes in which they had sheltered in the sewer,. We were glad when we

reached Batavia where I bought a little uniform, The next week I sailed for

Bombay in a troopship",
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